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Using Three Points of Contact
One way to reduce or prevent injury while entering or exiting a
vehicle is to use “three points of contact” when entering and exiting
a vehicle. The three points of contact means three of four limbs are
in contact with the vehicle at all times (two hands and one foot, or
two feet and one hand, etc..).
The “three-points of contact” form a triangle of anchor points,
which changes in form when mounting or dismounting a vehicle.
Employees have the most stability when the center of the triangle
is closest to their center of gravity. Sideways movement should be
avoided since it creates an imbalance of weight distribution.
Here are some helpful tips for entering and exiting a vehicle:
• Always use the three point of contact system.
• Look at the ground for any hazards (water puddles, holes,
objects, etc..) before exiting vehicle.
• Mount and dismount only when the equipment is stopped.
• Don’t ever jump off a truck — landing exerts 12 times your body weight on your joints.
• Take extra care in wet, snowy or icy weather.
• Don’t carry items in your free hand — place them on the vehicle floor and retrieve them once you’re on the
ground.
• Don’t use tires or wheel hubs as a step surface.
• Never use the door frame or door edge as a handhold.
Preventing injuries on the job requires education, demonstration and continuous training to reinforce proper
techniques and habits. Training should begin when a driver is hired and be reinforced frequently. To further
promote safety, all trucks should display warnings in the cab or on the door to remind workers to use the three
points of contact.
Questions (True or False):
1. You should never jump from a vehicle. ____
2. Three-points of contact form a triangle of anchor points. ____
This report, and any attachments, is based upon conditions and practices observed and information supplied by management personnel (or their representative)
and/or the employee(s) at the time of the visit. This report contains information intended for insurance purposes only, and was prepared solely for that purpose.
CCMSI assumes no responsibility for the detection, identification, communication, mitigation, or elimination of any unsafe condition or practice associated with the
operations of or safety program of any client. Inspections and recommendations made by CCMSI are advisory and designed to assist clients in the establishment
and maintenance of their own safety activities. The client shall remain fully responsible for the implementation and operation of its own safety programs and
for the detection and elimination of any unsafe conditions or practices. CCMSI assumes no responsibility for management or control of these activities, or for the
correction of the conditions pointed out herein. CCMSI assumes no responsibility for any injury sustained by an employee of the client. Any unauthorized review,
use, disclosure or distribution of this information is prohibited.
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For more information contact your Loss Prevention Consultant at 800-252-5059.

